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May 14, 2024  

Via Email (lafco@smcgov.org) 
 
San Mateo LAFCo 
455 County Center, 2nd Floor  
Redwood City, CA 94063 

 

 
Re: Item No. 4, Municipal Service Review for the Broadmoor Police 

 
Dear Commissioners: 

I write to draw your attention to the Broadmoor Police Protection District’s proposed 
budget, posted to their website on May 9, 2024.  See Ex. A.1  As you can see, the 
department now projects that it will run a surplus of $486,833.  At first glance, this figure 
might suggest the department has learned something from the prior six years of 
shortfalls and LAFCo’s recent attempts to instill fiscal discipline.  Upon closer 
inspection, however, it reveals that nothing has actually changed.  The department has 
only learned to lie in a more subtle and politically palatable fashion.   

The proposed budget is implausible and riddled with inconsistencies.  In its 
contemporary proposal to increase the assessment its residents pay, the district claims 
it will “continue to adequately staff the District and to provide the high quality police. . . 
that the community has enjoyed since 1948.”  Yet according to the proposed budget, it 
will now do so with half as much overtime and four fewer officers than the prior year.  
One of those officers has seen their compensation decreased by $17,488 or 16% over 
the last year.  Compare Ex. A, p. 10 with Ex. B, p. 13.  The Chief, who also receives a 
$241,379.14 pension from the SFPD,2 has suffered no similar pay cut.  Id.  

 
1 Sometime between the afternoon of May 10, 2024 and the morning of May 13, 2024, the proposed 

budget document attached in part as Exhibit A here was inexplicably replaced with a less detailed 
document that shows only the overall totals.  The later less detailed version is available at 
https://www.broadmoorpolice.com/wp-content/uploads/2024/05/NOTICE-
OF_MEETING_AGENDA_and_complete_MEETING_PACKET.pdf  

2 https://data.sfgov.org/City-Management-and-Ethics/Retiree-Pensions-Annual-Benefit-Received/84zg-
myyk/about_data  
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On wages of $1,035,511, the department budgets just $12,483 for Medicare and 
$10,000 for Social Security.  Ex. A, p. 11.  These figures appear incorrect.3  Medicare 
withholdings are 1.45% of compensation, which means the department should 
contribute $15,014.91.  The department has underestimated its liability by $2,531.91.  
Social security is 6.2%, which means the department should actually contribute roughly 
$64,201.68.  Thus, the department has underestimated its liability by $54,201.68. 

Its budget for CalPERS contributions also understates its liabilities.  CalPERS website 
reflects that Broadmoor’s Unfunded Accrued Liability for FY2024-2025 is $321,215.  Ex. 
C.  Broadmoor’s FY2024-2025 budget reflects just $260,790, meaning again it has 
underestimated its liability to CalPERS by $60,425.  Its budget also appears to reflect 
that it will not contribute $2,361 to CalPERS for its office assistant. 

Just these understatements, which are readily identified from comparison to other 
public sources, total $127,158.60 or 26% of its supposed surplus.   

The other figures in the proposed budget make little more sense.  Just last year, Golden 
State Risk Management Association kicked the department out of its pool because 
GSRMA had paid out $1.66 million on just $714,000 in contributions from the 
department.  Ex. D.  GSRMA estimated that the department’s premiums should have 
been $1.1 million per year to meet its risk model.  Id.  Nevertheless, the department now 
asserts its liability insurance premiums will decrease by $161,500 from $629,500 to 
$468,000.  Compare Ex. A, p. 15 with Ex. B, p. 30.  This steep decline is impossible to 
square with GSRMA’s statements.  Ex. D. 

Even as it employs roughly 30% fewer officers, it projects its health insurance costs for 
the remaining seven will increase by 66%  ($53,820) from the FY2023-2024.  Its 
unemployment insurance will inexplicably skyrocket from just $15,000 for FY2023-2024 
to $66,000.  Unemployment insurance in California is typically rated at 3.4% of $7,000 
in wages per employee.4  A typical employer with seven employees in California would 
pay just $1,666 for unemployment insurance.  The BPPD proposes that it must pay 40 
times that.   

Its projections for legal expenses are equally as fanciful.  During a year in which its 
former chief will be tried for stealing $1.2 million from CalPERS and during which the 
department claims it and all of its commissioners will supposedly face a civil trial in Five 
Points Tire Imports v. BPPD, San Mateo Co. Superior Court Case No. 21-CIV-03905, 

 
3 https://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-pdf/p15.pdf, p.14 
4 https://edd.ca.gov/tax-rated-employers  
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the department claims its legal expenses will decrease by $50,000.  That civil trial, by 
Broadmoor’s account, will supposedly cost it less than half what it cost to write an 
appellate brief in the same case during the prior fiscal year.  Compare Ex. A, p. 14 with 
Ex. B, p. 28.  Taking a case to trial requires considerably more time and expense than 
drafting a single appellate brief. 

Last month, it paid Paul Davis5 $7,800 of my tax money to defame me, a private citizen 
and third-generation taxpayer, in a letter which attached precisely zero documents to 
support his claims.  The District now claims it will pay him less than half that, just $3,750 
per month, during FY2024-2025.  Compare Ex. A, p. 14 with Ex. B, p. 28.  I certainly 
hope that is the case and that the District will devote less time and money to impugning 
the integrity of taxpayers who dare question how the department spends those 
taxpayers’ money.  Given its long storied history of fiscal mismanagement, that its 
current proposed budget states it intends to shortchange CalPERS once more, and that 
it just last weekend removed detailed financial information from its website, I rather 
doubt it.   

Thank you so much for your continued attention to Broadmoor’s lack of fiscal controls 
and transparency.   

Sincerely, 
 
 
 

 
5  Ex. A, p. 3.  Mr. Davis is an attorney who has never resided in Broadmoor and who maintains an office 

in a zip code where the annual household income is triple that of Broadmoor.  
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Ex. A, p. 4



Ex. A, p. 5
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Ex. A, p. 11
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Ex. A, p. 13
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Ex. A, p. 15
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Public Agency Required Employer Contributions
Employer contributions are determined by annual actuarial valuations. These valuations are based on the bene�t formulas the

agency provides and the employee groups covered.

Find your agency's employer contribution requirements below or view the List of Public Agency Required Employer

Contributions (PDF, 2.01 MB).

 Download

About Contributions




Show

10

entries

Search

Search

Empty

Cell CalPERS Employer ID Employer Name

Empty

Cell

CalPERS Employer ID

Search CalPERS Employe

Employer Name broadm

1755230450 Broadmoor Police Protection District

Employer Plan FY 2024-25 UAL 2024-25 FY 2023-24 UAL 2023-24 FY 2022-23 UAL 2022-23

Miscellaneous 0.00% $2,179 0.00% $1,393 0.00% $3,556

PEPRA Miscellaneous 7.87% $510 7.68% $0 7.47% $620

PEPRA Safety Police 13.76% $7,220 13.54% $0 12.78% $7,586

Safety 27.32% $311,306 27.11% $259,397 23.75% $276,129

Showing 1 to 1 of 1 entries (�ltered from 1,505 total entries)

Previous Next1

Menu 

https://www.calpers.ca.gov/docs/public-agency-required-employer-contributions.pdf
https://www.calpers.ca.gov/docs/public-agency-required-employer-contributions.pdf
https://www.calpers.ca.gov/docs/employers/actuarial-resources/contributions-rates/PA-Rates-2024-25.xlsx
https://www.calpers.ca.gov/docs/employers/actuarial-resources/contributions-rates/PA-Rates-2024-25.xlsx
https://www.calpers.ca.gov/page/home
https://www.calpers.ca.gov/page/home
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GSRMA 
Underwriting Financial Analysis – Broadmoor PPD 
January 13, 2023 
 
Cost Component Breakout (pool average for “Cities” group) 

 WC GL 
Claim Cost 58 % 38 % 
ULAE (claims administration) 15 % 18 % 
Excess insurance 14 % 38 % 
Admin  12 % 6 % 

 
Explanation: For workers’ comp, 58% of contribution is paid out to claims (claimants, attorneys, fees.) 
For general liability, 38% of contribution is paid out to claims.  
 
Workers’ Compensation 
This loss trend is improving. 
In the past 5 years, the pool has incurred $406K in losses against $644K in contribution. 
The target for incurred losses to meet the pool average for this member is 58% of $644K, or $374K. 
This member’s experience modifier (ExMod) should begin to decrease next year as the large loss in 2017 
leaves the 5-year window assuming the low-loss trend continues.  
 
General Ledger 
This loss trend is in a critical state. 
In the past 5 years, the pool has incurred $1.66M in losses against $714K in contribution. 
The target for incurred losses to meet the pool average for this member is 38% of $714K, or $271K. 
Stated another way, the pool would have needed to collect $4.4M over the last four years for this 
member to meet the pool average.  
The larger issue here, however, is that the claims trend is going the wrong direction. The last 2 years 
have seen significant losses. These losses not only significantly affect the cost of claims for the pool 
overall, they result in increased cost for excess insurance as excess carriers incorporate an experience 
modifier for the pool when calculating its contribution.  
 
Shown in additional graphs on the next page, over the last 10 years, Broadmoor is responsible for over 
20% of the pool’s GL losses and well over 50% of their peer group’s (cities/counties/special districts 
having law enforcement) GL losses. That’s while having less than 1% of the exposure (payroll) and 
contributing less than 2% of total contribution of the other 330 pool member districts. 
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In the past 5 years, the pool has incurred $1.66M in losses against $714K in contribution.
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member to meet the pool average.
The larger issue here, however, is that the claims trend is going the wrong direction. The last 2 years
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